Office Building Envelope Design Optimization by Modified Competitive Search Algorithm for Energy Saving
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Abstract

Building envelopes for green buildings should be designed with low energy consumption and low construction costs. A modified competitive search algorithm is used for the optimization of the office building design due to the long runtime of simulation tools such as EnergyPlus and TRNSYS. For the minimization of the cost of construction at the needed energy conservation, the envelope configuration, such as window numbers, walls, glass curtain walls, etc., is optimized. Comparing the proposed algorithm with some others, the cost decreased for the optimum design of the building structure at the needed energy load value. The number of iterations is also reduced by the proposed approach. Moreover, the overall area of the window is increased, which has resulted in the natural ventilation being more proper. Since the ratio of the glass curtain wall is increased, it can result that the indoor lighting being better. Per unit area of the envelope, the value of the energy load is smaller and the total cost is lower for the optimum design of the building. The total cost decreased by 37.1% in comparison with the initial design. It can be observed that the MCSA is more efficient than the other compared methods in energy saving of the building in this paper.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, buildings have consumed a major portion of energy around the world.[1,2] In particular, buildings globally account for higher than 40% of the overall energy use.[3] Although the achieved energy efficiency advantages, it is expected to increase energy consumption in buildings due to population growth.[4,5] Nevertheless, it is revealed that the building sector has the potential for the highest energy and economic savings because there are solutions for its improvement that are economically proper and profitable.[6] Energy conservation actions are increasingly required to be performed in existing buildings because of the low rate of replacement of these buildings (almost 0.07% yearly).[7] A major amount of energy is consumed in office buildings.[8] Therefore, it is important for the optimization of the energy use and cost of these building types. The target of designing green buildings is to improve indoor environments with low energy consumption, which has been considerably expanded recently.[9] Still, there are many thousands of office buildings with green certifications worldwide.[10] Different parameters affect the energy performance of building envelopes, such as orientation, window shading, area of window and glazing, roof and wall insulations, and weather conditions.[11,12] That is to say, it is needed to evaluate several combinations of parameters to design green buildings.[13]

Different research has been carried out in recent decades to optimize buildings.[14] In Ref. [13], to optimize envelope parameters and the building shape, an optimization method based on simulation was used. An enhanced Manta-Ray Foraging Optimizer coupled with the RIUSKA simulation tool.
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was employed to obtain the optimal values of all related variables for the minimization of the energy usage in residential constructions. The applied method has performed completely appropriately compared to the particle swarm optimization method, approaching too close to the optimal in less than 50 percent of the simulations.

In Ref. [17], energy-efficient buildings were reviewed. This paper was aimed at studying building optimization, energy evaluation, and enhancements in energy-efficient buildings. This study includes the effects of various parameters on the buildings’ energy use and the ways of minimizing energy usage through various techniques.

In Ref. [18,19], EnergyPlus and TRNSYS have been used effectively, also for HVAC design, due to a cognitive estimation mechanism to decrease the number of the simulation. In Ref. [18], a simulation-assisted control methodology has been used in a high-inertia building. A building simulation model was employed to effectively optimize, both present and future information about the outdoor climatic condition and the state of the building, combining the thermal comfort and the energy consumption indices. In Ref. [19], the authors presented Parametrized Cognitive Adaptive Optimization which has been employed toward the design of both model-based and model-free “plug-and-play” building optimization and control systems, with the lowest human effort necessary to achieve the design.

In Ref. [20], Improved Battle Royal optimizer (IBRO) as the optimization method and the TRNSYS simulation software have been combined for building energy optimization to investigate the influence of the overhangs optimization. Giving the attainments, a development was observed in the comfort level. Moreover, the 4.2% of cooling demand has been reduced for Shanghai.

In Ref. [21], the cost-effective energy-retrofit measures were studied. For the minimization of carbon dioxide emissions and life cycle cost, multi-criteria optimization using a genetic algorithm (GA) has been applied in different types of buildings for 5 various major heating systems by enhancing the building systems and envelope. A multiple-criteria optimization method has been proposed in Ref. [22], to study the energy model of building envelopes. For minimizing the original energy consumption, energy-related global cost, and discomfort hours, GA is coupled with EnergyPlus. The building orientation, radiative characteristics of the plasters, window type, setpoint temperatures, and thermo-physical features of components of the envelope are considered design variables.

Authors in Ref. [23], presented a hierarchy of three-definition of very low energy buildings, nearly zero-energy building, and zero-energy building, as the sequential energy codes of building updated goals to 2050. Six scenarios were provided to investigate the building’s energy use between 2025 and 2050. The results indicate an advancement in occurrence time and a reduction in the building’s maximum energy use.

In Ref. [24], the optimization design of low-energy buildings was reviewed to provide the results of former studies and to help new researchers and architects. The performance energy consumption and cost were the commonest objective functions. In another review, [25] the optimizers utilized in the energy-effective geometry and building envelope configuration were discussed. The application of derivative-based and derivative-free techniques has been studied in this paper. For multi-objective optimizations, decision-making techniques have been assumed. Finally, the propositions and limitations for the related future studies were resulted.

To optimize the energy efficiency of the building, different studies have targeted a couple of energy simulation tools with an optimization method. [26-29] A comprehensive review of these methods presented by Barber and Krarti. [30] A tailor-made thermal simulation technique was coupled with an optimization method performed in MATLAB in Ref. [31], to implement multiple simulations to achieve the building’s optimum configuration. As the optimization technique, a genetic algorithm was employed.

In Ref. [32], a couple of EnergyPlus simulation software and NSGA-II optimization method was applied to attain the optimum result for improving the building energy performance. The effect of several characteristics related to the building architecture like window size, orientation, etc. has been studied. According to the achievements, the yearly cooling energy use was reduced between 55.8% and 76.4% in various studied weather conditions. Nevertheless, an increase of 1 to 4.8% was seen for the annual lighting electricity demand. As the result, using the obtained optimum design, the building’s annual total energy consumption was decreased between 23.8% and 42.2%.

In terms of building optimization design, there are some mature software packages, but these take a long time to run and require detailed input of building parameters, which makes it very inconvenient to design a building. Optimizing the design of buildings is relatively easy with some optimization algorithms. Moreover, the interactions between optimizations of energy system design and building envelope were ignored in these techniques. In our manuscript, we recognize the extended simulation times associated with EnergyPlus and TRNSYS. To address this, we’ve employed a new metaheuristic algorithm, the Modified Competitive Search Algorithm (MCSA), for the optimization of office building designs. This algorithm efficiently balances the goals of minimizing construction costs while achieving energy conservation targets. By optimizing parameters like window numbers, walls, glass curtain walls, and others, we aim to strike a harmonious balance between energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and overall sustainability. Still, the application of metaheuristic algorithms to optimize building design is rare. Therefore, the purpose is to present a model of optimization for the office building envelope to conserve energy by a new metaheuristic algorithm, called Modified Competitive Search Algorithm (MCSA). In comparison to other conventional
optimization algorithms also the studied algorithms from the literature, a bigger ratio of glass curtain walls, quicker convergence rate, a bigger overall area of the window, and lesser cost by determined energy load can be achieved through the office building envelope optimization using a modified competitive search algorithm. That is to say, the cost of construction and the energy load of the building per unit area of the envelope can be decreased by the proposed method and consequently, more efficient achievements can be acquired in comparison with other optimization techniques in energy saving of the building. The specific objectives of the presented study have been given in the following:

- Developing a new metaheuristic algorithm, called Modified Competitive Search Algorithm
- Minimizing the construction cost at the needed energy load
- Building envelope optimization to achieve a green building design
- Energy conservation in an office building

2. Materials and methods

In the current study, the modified competitive search algorithm (MCSA) is solved to the optimization problem of the envelope structure of office buildings. The material of the roof, the number of the windows, material of the glass curtain, the ratio of the glass curtain wall, the window’s length and width, the material of window glass, the material of the wall, and the length and length of the sunshade board are considered as the first decision variables. According to the results of optimization, the lesser envelope energy cost ($\text{en}_v$) and the needed value of envelope energy load ($\text{en}_v$) can be achieved simultaneously.\textsuperscript{11,12} For this reason, we can assume that MCSA is an efficient approach to obtain a solution for these types of problems. Under the assumption of ensuring the determined $\text{en}_v$, the building envelope optimization is performed for the minimization of the $\text{en}_v$. Fig. 1 represents the architectural design of the office building.

The types of glass curtain wall material, the material of sunshade board, the material of the roof, the material of the wall, sunshade board, the material of window glass, and the sunshade board’s length, window’s length and width, and windows number are the utilized variables in this study. Fig. 2 depicts the three types of sunshade board including grid (T1), horizontal (T2), and vertical (T3), and $W_w$ is the width of the window, $W_l$ is the window length, and $S_{bl}$ defines the sunshade board’s length. In this study, Shenzhen, Sichuan, and Nanning in China are selected as the case study regions.

The formula of $\text{en}_v$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{en}_v = A_{wg} \times U_{wg} + A_{wa} \times U_{wa} + A_{gc} \times U_{gc} + A_r \times U_{cr} + A_{sb} \times U_{sb} \quad (1)$$

where, $A_{wg}$, $A_{wa}$, $A_{gc}$, $A_r$, and $A_{sb}$ are respectively the window glass area, wall area, glass curtain area, roof area, and sunshade board area ($m^2$). $U_{wg}$, $U_{wa}$, $U_{gc}$, $U_{cr}$, and $U_{sb}$ are respectively the window glass unit cost, wall unit cost, glass curtain unit cost, roof unit cost, and sunshade board unit cost (RMB/$m^2$).

$$\text{en}_v = -20370 + 0.033 \times D_b \times C_{ht} + Y_{ihg} \times 2.010 + 1.079 \times \sum_{j=1}^{4} C_{ing_{zj}} \times I_{hj} \quad (2)$$

where, $Y_{ihg} = Y_{cax} \times 13.5$, here, $D_b$ is the yearly degree-hours defined by the monthly average temperature (kh/y). $C_{ht}$ defines the building envelope’s heat loss coefficient ($W/\text{m}^2\text{K}$). $Y_{ihg}$ defines the yearly indoor heat gain ($Wh/\text{m}^2\text{y}$). $C_{ing_{zj}}$ denotes the coefficient of insolation gain on $z$ building envelope orientation. $I_{hj}$ is the isolation hours ($Wh/\text{m}^2\text{y}$). $Y_{ca}$ specifies the yearly cooling air-conditioning hours (h).

$$Y_{ca} = 1611 + 118 \times \theta_i - 3.1 \times \theta_i^2 \quad (3)$$

where, $\theta_i = 13.5/C_{ht}$, here, $\theta_i$ refers to the increase in the mean temperature of the room (K).

$$C_{ht} = (1.011 + TH_w \times A_{wa} + TH_{gc} \times A_{gc} + TH_r \times A_r)/T_{acf} \quad (4)$$

where, $TH_w$, $TH_{gc}$, and $TH_r$ define the wall thermal conductivity, glass curtain thermal conductivity, and roof thermal conductivity ($W/\text{m}^2\text{K}$), respectively. $T_{acf}$ refers to the overall air-conditioning floor areas in the building’s perimeter zones (13139.52) ($m^2$).

Fig. 1 The architectural design of the office building.
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The structure and mathematical model of the algorithm: the competitions are defined based on the various rules and their mathematical model has been developed. The rules are including 1) based on several standards the competitors will be evaluated and the points of each competitor are determined subsequently, two general and excellent groups were created based on the points of competitors; 2) competitors learn based on their different abilities. After a while, randomly there will be some changes in the ability of learning. A learning ability threshold is specified by each group, and the robust learning ability is the one with a value higher than this. Moreover, the lesser value is assumed as the normal learning ability; 3) after each course is completed by competitors, in the excellent group, the more different range of learning is related to the powerful learner than the average one. The excellent group includes a greater range of learning, therefore, the range of learning for the next group in the ranking is rather lesser; 4) the learning of the competitors is defined by their capability in the general group such that the ones with higher learning ability aim further on their improvement. However, it is more likely for those with the normal learning ability to be failed by themselves; 5) if the ability of learning of a participant is higher than a determined amount, it can be assumed as reference behavior. According to the capabilities of the competitors, they learn from the excellent one indicators; 6) several competitors are removed from the competition for different causes when each round ends and are substituted by new ones thus the number of competitors is fixed in each round. The indicators of major assessment and the capability of new competitors are defined randomly.

In the simulation of competition, the virtual competitors are accepted for the contest. The competitor’s number can be as given below:

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
    Y_{1,1} & Y_{1,2} & \ldots & Y_{1,d} \\
    Y_{2,1} & Y_{2,2} & \ldots & Y_{2,d} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    Y_{n,1} & Y_{n,2} & \ldots & Y_{n,d}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

here, different indicators assessed for participants of the competition step by various techniques. In the end, the champion of the program is chosen after being learned and evaluated sequentially.

2.1 Modified Competitive Search Algorithm (MCSA)

2.1.1 The Competitive Search Algorithm (CSA)

The major structure and model of the Competitive Search Algorithm mathematically are defined in this section after the intellectual basis of this algorithm is introduced. Then, the rule of this optimization algorithm is studied.

Intellectual basis; there is a difference between CSA with other algorithms due to that this algorithm is an inspiration for human social activities while the others are inspired by the behaviors of animals and physical laws. A similar process is followed by various competitive programs shown on TV like America’s Got Talent and Pop Idol, in which a learning course is taken by participants after being ranked from different aspects to be used in the later step. Finally, after the evaluation of the participants, the optimum one is chosen as the process of optimization.[33,34] In the beginning stage, it is considered that the program includes various competition scoring standards which are appearance, singing, dancing, weight, and height. Based on a comprehensive test, all competitors are assessed, and then they were ranked based on their scores. According to the given ranks, there will be two general and excellent groups that have been trained for the later
competition were denoted by $d$, in other terms, it then illustrates the problem. The value of fitness of each competitor can be stated as the following formula:

$$
F_y = \left[ \frac{f(y_{1,1}, y_{1,2}, \ldots, y_{1,d})}{f(y_{2,1}, y_{2,2}, \ldots, y_{2,d})} \ldots \frac{f(y_{n,1}, y_{n,2}, \ldots, y_{n,d})}{f(y_{n,1}, y_{n,2}, \ldots, y_{n,d})} \right] \tag{9}
$$

here, the participants’ number is specified by $n$, and all row values refer to the fitness value obtained by each competitor. After assessing all competitors in this algorithm, the ranking of their fitness values is determined after each round of the contest. According to the fitness value, two groups of competitors are created including general and excellent. In the excellent group, the maximum-ranked participants with higher strong learning abilities because of the upper limit will progress lesser than the participants with higher strong learning capabilities with lesser rankings. In the general group, competitors can progress further in upper rankings with higher powerful ability of learning. The updating of index parameters of the excellent competitors (EC) with powerful ability of learning and participants with maximum rankings are as follows:

$$
Y_{ij}^{t+1} = Y_{ij}^t + A(i) \times S_1 \times \rho \times (u_b^l - l_b^l) \text{ if } A(i) > L_1 \\
S_1 = (U_B \times \text{rand(1)} + L_B)\% 
$$

Nevertheless, the updating of parameters of each index of the excellent competitors with the normal ability of learning and maximum rankings are defined as given below:

$$
Y_{ij}^{t+1} = Y_{ij}^t + A(i) \times S_2 \times \rho \times (u_b^l - l_b^l) \text{ if } A(i) \leq L_1 \\
S_2 = (L_B \times \text{rand(1)})\% 
$$

here, $S_1$ and $S_2$ refer to search limit functions of competitors with powerful ability of learning and general ability of learning, respectively. $t$ denotes the number of present iterations. $j = 1, 2, 3, 4 \ldots d$ specifies the dimensions’ number that $y$ situated in. The amount of $j$th evaluation index of the $i$th competitor is defined by $Y_{ij}$, in other words, the place information in the $j$th dimension. $U_B$ and $L_B$ denote the constants; $l_b^l$ and $u_b^l$ respectively refer to the lower and higher bounds of the function in the $j$th dimensional search limit. The present contestant’s learning ability is defined by $A(i)$; $\rho$ specifies the amount randomly achieved using the matrix $[-1, 0, 1]$ to show the competitors’ learning direction, i.e., if $\rho$ equals -1, contestants learn in the opposing direction, if $\rho$ equals 1, contestants learn in the positive direction, and if $\rho$ equals 0, contestants will not learn during the current round. $L_1$ denotes the value of the threshold showing the robustness of learning capability in the excellent group which is related to the matrix $(0, 1)$.

According to Eqs. (10) and (11), only in $S_1$ and $S_2$, the competitors’ location update difference in the excellent group is considered. Contestants with the normal ability to learn mostly search in the range $(0\%-L_B\%)$ of the available range for searching. In this regard, the search extent becomes more inclusive. In the general group, the competitors can investigate based on rule 4 for each evaluation round, and each indicator’s update function can be defined as given in the following:

$$
Y_{ij}^{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
Y_{ij}^t + \alpha \times Q.D \times F.A(i) & \text{if } A(i) > L_1 \\
Y_{ij}^t, L_2, F.A(i) & \text{if } A(i) \leq L_1 
\end{cases} \\
F = P.0 
$$

here, $\alpha$ defines the random amount between -1 and 1, $Q$ denotes a random amount between 0 and 2, and $F$ specifies a negative factor; $L_2$ and $D$ refer to the $1 \times d$ matrice, nonetheless, the components in the matrix $D$ equal 1, and the components in $L_2$ have been distributed by random with 1 and -1; $\alpha$ defines a random factor, while the competitors’ location has been renewed, and chosen by random from the matrix $[0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]$; $P$ refers to a standard normal distribution with variance and mean equal 1 and 0, respectively.

Based on rule 5, the reference behavior is found when the ability of learning becomes higher than a determined amount for any competitor: the competitor can learn from the optimum competitor as stated by their ability of learning, which can be explained by:

$$
Y_{ij}^{t+1} = Y_{ij}^{t+1} + (\text{Gbest} \ Y_{ij}^t - Y_{ij}^{t+1}) \times A(i) \text{ if } A(i) > L_3 
$$

here, the index amount in $j$th dimension of the optimum competitor during $i$th iteration is specified by $\text{Gbest} \ Y_{ij}^t$; $L_3$ defines the reference threshold in the range $(0, 1)$; $\text{Gbest} \ Y_{ij}^t - Y_{ij}^{t+1}$ is the difference between the existing competitor and the optimum competitor. The existing competitor can go nearer to the optimum competitor by multiplying $(\text{Gbest} \ Y_{ij}^t - Y_{ij}^{t+1})$ times the ability to learn $A(i)$.

Using Eq. (10) to (13), the indicators of evaluation of competitors have been learned and renewed. Simultaneously, based on rule 6 several competitors will always exist that cannot continue to the later competition because of different causes after each competition round. Then, a corresponding amount of competitors are included randomly to have a fixed number of competitors, and all indicators of evaluation and abilities of learning are created randomly. According to the abovementioned model, as shown in Fig. 3, the flowchart is used for summarizing the original CSA procedure.

2.1.2 Modified Competitive Search Algorithm (MCSA)

The basic CSA is a new effective metaheuristic to solve the problems of the optimization, but it might suffer some problems such as the wrong random substitution of the worst individual, or premature convergences that are provided by the absence of appropriate exploitation. Consequently, some modifications are presented herein to enhance the algorithm efficiency. The modifications are including opposite-based learning (OBL) and sine-cosine procedure as the chaotic theory to achieve better efficiency.

To find superior candidate solutions, the OBL evaluates opposite of possible solutions.
In the employed OBL mechanism, adjusting the Jump Rate (JR) controls the likelihood of an opposing population. Following each population update, a stochastic process is employed whereby a random number is generated and subsequently compared to the jump rate, denoted as JR. The following formula generates the opposite population of the present population if the random number is less than JR:

$$x_{op}^i = L_{ui} + L_{bi} - x_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The current population and opposing population get combined and their fitness is evaluated individually. The $n$ solutions with the greatest fitness are then chosen as the new current population.[36]

In the sine-cosine procedure, the individuals that define the iterations’ worst cost, are relatively chosen to be updated and the new location is obtained as given below:

$$Y_{worst}^i = \begin{cases} 
Y_{worst}^i + a_1 \times \sin(a_2) \times \left| a_3 \times Y_{best}^i - Y_{worst}^i \right| & \text{if } a_4 < 0.5 \\
Y_{worst}^i + a_1 \times \cos(a_2) \times \left| a_3 \times Y_{best}^i - Y_{worst}^i \right| & \text{if } a_2 \geq 0.5 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where, $a_1$, $a_2$, $a_3$ and $a_4$ denote the coefficients that have been achieved by the following formulas:

$$a_1 = a - \text{iter}_{curr} \times (\gamma/\text{iter}_{max})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
$$a_2 = 2\pi \times \text{rand}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)
$$a_3 = 2 \times \text{rand}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)
$$a_4 = \text{rand}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

here, $\gamma$ refers to a constant and $\text{iter}_{curr}$ and $\text{iter}_{max}$ respectively define the current and the highest iterations. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode and detailed process of MCSA.

---

**Algorithm 1. MCSA pseudocode**

1. Initializing $n$ competitors’ indicators and determining their parameters.
2. $A = \text{rand}(1, n)$
3. while ($t < \text{iter}_{max}$) do
   1. Evaluate competitors’ fitness and rank
   2. $i = 1$ to $EC$
      1. $Y(i)$ by Eq. (10)
      2. $Y(i)$ by Eq. (11)
      3. $Y(i)$ by Eq. (12)
      4. $Y(i)$ by Eq. (13)
      5. Remove $RC$ competitors and generate $RC$ competitors by random
4. Check if $t < \text{maximum generation}$

---

Fig. 3 The flowchart of the original CSA.
Use Eqs. (10) and (11) for updating the competitor’s indicators
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
for \( i = 1 + \text{EC}: \; n \) 
\begin{align*}
\text{Equation (12) is applied to updating the competitors’ indicators}
\end{align*}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
for \( i = 1: \; n \) 
\begin{align*}
\text{Equation (13) is applied to update the competitor’s indicators}
\end{align*}
\end{algorithm}

Eliminate and randomly generate RC competitors
Updating competitor indicators
Generate 40\% of the new population by the sine-cosine procedure based on Eq. (15)
Perform the OBL mechanism based on Eq. (14)
\( t = 1 + t \)
\end{algorithm}

2.1.3 Algorithm validation

After modeling the suggested MCSA, the efficiency of the technique is better to be evaluated. To analyze the operation of the suggested technique, four standard test functions are applied for validation.\cite{37,38} These functions are Rosenbrock, Rastrigin, Sphere, and Ackley. Then, the results were put in comparison with some newest algorithms including Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO).\cite{39} Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA).\cite{40} and World Cup Optimization Algorithm (WCOA).\cite{41} Table 1 states the parameter values of the investigated algorithms.

The optimization algorithms are coded in MATLAB R2016b environment on a laptop with Intel Core\textsuperscript{TM} i5-2410M, 2.30 GHz CPU, and 8 GB RAM. Table 2 defines the applied test functions.

The size of the population and the iterations’ highest number for all optimizers are respectively 50 and 200. The algorithms have been independently run 40 times to obtain a proper comparison using the solutions’ standard deviation (SD) results. To evaluate the effectiveness of the compared algorithms, their SD and mean values are studied. Table 3 illustrates the results of the comparison of the proposed MCSA and the optimizers.

According to the results obtained in Table 3, in comparison to other algorithms, the proposed MCSA with the lower amount of the mean value gives the maximum accuracy. This better accuracy indicates higher validation of the presented technique with appropriate values. Moreover, the lowest value of the SD shows better reliability of the suggested method than the comparative optimizers. The initial amounts of the decision variables in this paper have been created randomly from their range. If MCSA cannot achieve a more optimum solution after several iterations, as the updated solution, the most optimum solution is chosen for a later iteration. The design parameters have been continuously updated until satisfactory results have been achieved.

Table 1. The parameter value of the investigated optimizers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALO\textsuperscript{[39]}</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>[2, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALO\textsuperscript{[39]}</td>
<td>No. search agents</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOA\textsuperscript{[40]}</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOA\textsuperscript{[40]}</td>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCOA\textsuperscript{[41]}</td>
<td>Play off</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCOA\textsuperscript{[41]}</td>
<td>ac</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Problems of optimization

The northern, southern, eastern, and western walls are optimized wholly in this section without the optimization of the walls in each orientation. Table 4 reports the main data of building and original decision variables.

The range of length and width of the window is set at 1–3 m and the range of the sunshade board length is 1–2 m. The
materials of the glass curtain, wall, roof, and window glass ranged from 1 to 5, 1 to 23, 1 to 19, and 1 to 58, respectively. The numbers define the reference number of the materials. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the process of optimization. Increasing the overall window area can lead to increased heat losses, particularly during colder periods. This consideration is indeed crucial when designing energy-efficient buildings, as heat loss through windows can have a significant impact on the overall energy consumption and thermal comfort of the occupants. In this study, the delicate balance between promoting natural ventilation and minimizing heat losses is recognized. The optimization process seeks to find an optimal trade-off between these competing factors. It’s important to note that this optimal trade-off might vary depending on factors such as local climate, building orientation, insulation levels, and occupant behavior. The proposed methodology takes these variables into account to ensure that the increased window area contributes positively to natural ventilation while mitigating potential heat loss drawbacks. In this study, the need to strike a balance between maximizing indoor lighting and minimizing any negative impacts on energy performance and thermal comfort is identified. Our optimization process takes into account factors such as local climate conditions, building orientation, and the use of shading devices to mitigate potential downsides of increased glass area. It’s important to emphasize that a holistic approach to design considers various aspects of building performance, and decisions are often influenced by a variety of practical constraints. While an ideal scenario might involve extensive use of glass, real-world considerations such as construction costs, energy efficiency, and occupant comfort play a decisive role in shaping the final design. In this paper, the interplay between building envelope design and HVAC systems has been acknowledged. The optimization process, which primarily focuses on building envelope parameters, assumes a certain baseline HVAC design. In this paper, the interplay between building envelope design and HVAC systems has been acknowledged. The optimization process seeks to find an optimal balance between the various factors while minimizing any negative impacts on energy performance and thermal comfort. The proposed methodology takes these variables into account to ensure that the increased window area contributes positively to natural ventilation while mitigating potential heat loss drawbacks. In this study, the need to strike a balance between maximizing indoor lighting and minimizing any negative impacts on energy performance and thermal comfort is identified. Our optimization process takes into account factors such as local climate conditions, building orientation, and the use of shading devices to mitigate potential downsides of increased glass area. It’s important to emphasize that a holistic approach to design considers various aspects of building performance, and decisions are often influenced by a variety of practical constraints. While an ideal scenario might involve extensive use of glass, real-world considerations such as construction costs, energy efficiency, and occupant comfort play a decisive role in shaping the final design. In this paper, the interplay between building envelope design and HVAC systems has been acknowledged. The optimization process, which primarily focuses on building envelope parameters, assumes a certain baseline HVAC operation for the purpose of comparison and analysis.

Table 4. The main data of building and initial decision variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation (z)</th>
<th>Overall floor area (m²)</th>
<th>Area of the building envelope (m²)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Roof</th>
<th>Yca (h)</th>
<th>Cnt (W/m²K)</th>
<th>Yth (Wh/m²y)</th>
<th>Dn (kh/y)</th>
<th>θc (K)</th>
<th>Tau (m²)</th>
<th>envC (RMB)</th>
<th>envL (kWh/m²y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall floor area (m²)</td>
<td>55130.11</td>
<td>19010.02</td>
<td>8437.20</td>
<td>10172.55</td>
<td>9926.40</td>
<td>6793.70</td>
<td>14026.50</td>
<td>1879.72</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>25454.03</td>
<td>16098.00</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>13140.08</td>
<td>14219399</td>
<td>48.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of the building envelope (m²)</td>
<td>19010.02</td>
<td>8437.20</td>
<td>10172.55</td>
<td>9926.40</td>
<td>6793.70</td>
<td>14026.50</td>
<td>1879.72</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>25454.03</td>
<td>16098.00</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>13140.08</td>
<td>14219399</td>
<td>48.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The results of the comparison of the proposed MCSA and the algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Rosenbrock</th>
<th>Rastrigin</th>
<th>Sphere</th>
<th>Ackley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALO[39]</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>54.717</td>
<td>233.012</td>
<td>563.107</td>
<td>74.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOA[40]</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>16.520</td>
<td>144.675</td>
<td>436.198</td>
<td>23.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCOA[41]</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.315</td>
<td>73.121</td>
<td>364.473</td>
<td>5.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA[42]</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.089</td>
<td>7.832</td>
<td>155.663</td>
<td>3.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSA</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.814e-2</td>
<td>1.3512e-5</td>
<td>1.09e-7</td>
<td>2.095e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.119e-2</td>
<td>0.025e-5</td>
<td>0.968e-7</td>
<td>1.049e-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 The detailed optimization process.
3. Design of optimization process by MCSA
The optimization design process in this section is the trial-and-error process. As shown in Fig. 5, the main phases have been described in the following:
1) Initialize the algorithm parameters: in this process, the cost function is the $env_C$ function that fits the needed value of the $env_L$ function.
2) Set iteration=1.
3) The calculation of the population (Pop) is carried out once. As the nature of evaluating the Pop, the probability amplitude matrix is transformed into the binary matrix.
4) The cost function $env_C$ at the needed value of $env_L$ is measured, and the best solution (BS) is achieved in the present Pop.
5) Carry out a comparison of BS with the optimum best solution of all former Pops. If BS is better than the conventional optimum solution (OS), BS and its matching individual BS$_i$ substitute the OS and its matching individual OS$_i$ as the updated OS and OS$_i$. If not, the OS and OS$_i$ stay the same.
6) Iteration = iteration+1, repeat 1-6. When iteration>maximum iteration, the termination criteria are reached.
7) Output the OS and OS$_i$.

3.1 Results of MCSA
The optimization experiment is made to the architectural design depicted in Fig. 1. MCSA optimization process curve in comparison to CSA, GA, PSO, and NSGA-II is depicted in Fig. 6.

It is observed that the best optimum results are obtained after 200 iterations, i.e., the minimum $env_C$ is achieved at this point, which is equal to 10375281.5 RMB at the needed value of $env_L$, equal to 45.7692 kWh/m$^2$y. Table 5 reports the best optimum variables’ values.

4. Comparative assessment
4.1 Comparative results of the MCSA and other optimization algorithms
A comparison and analysis of the results of the optimization of MCSA and several optimization algorithms are carried out, which is reported in Table 6.

Based on the performed comparison, it is observed that when the MC SA is applied to solve the optimization problem, the $env_C$ is lower in comparison to other optimization algorithms by choosing the proper type of material and fairly allocating the occupied area by the glass curtain wall, walls, and windows at the requirement of $env_L$. The convergence speed is also faster. The larger overall area of the window of MCSA indicates that the natural ventilation is more proper. It

**Table 5.** The best optimum variables’ values by MCSA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sb}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The overall area of the window ($A_w$)(m$^2$)</td>
<td>429.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of windows ($W_n$)</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of the glass curtain wall ($R_{gcw}$)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$UC_r$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$UC_{sb}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$UC_{wa}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$UC_{wg}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$UC_{gc}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_w$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_l$</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{bl}$</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$env_C$ (RMB)</td>
<td>10375281.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$env_L$ (kWh/m$^2$y)</td>
<td>45.7692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 Design of optimization process by MCSA.
can be the result that the indoor lighting is more appropriate due to the increased value of the $R_{gcw}$ by MCSA. Moreover, the decreased value of the iteration number for convergence shows a higher rate of convergence. The overall cost decreased by 37.1% in comparison with the initial design.

To compare, the energy load and cost of the building are normalized for all algorithms to achieve $env_L$ and $env_C$ per unit area of envelope concerning all comparative methods. Table 7 reports the results of the comparison.

As can be observed from Table 7, $env_L$ is smaller and $env_C$ is lower per unit area of the envelope for the proposed method in comparison with other algorithms, considering that the opening rate of the window is much the same. It can be the result that the MCSA is more efficient than the other compared methods in energy saving of the building herein.

### Table 6. The optimization results of MCSA and other optimization algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>NSGA-II</th>
<th>CSA</th>
<th>MCSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_w$</td>
<td>415.9</td>
<td>375.3</td>
<td>410.7</td>
<td>427.5</td>
<td>429.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_a$</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{gcw}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_Cr$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_Csb$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_Cwa$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_Cwg$</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_Cgc$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_w$</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_f$</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_b$</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$env_L$</td>
<td>11593144</td>
<td>10877211</td>
<td>10611275</td>
<td>10492835</td>
<td>10375283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$env_C$</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sb}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Iter^*$</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*Iter: iteration number for convergence)

### Table 7. The comparison results of the presented MCSA with some other methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>NSGA-II</th>
<th>CSA</th>
<th>MCSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$env_L$ per unit area</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$env_C$ per unit area</td>
<td>268.54</td>
<td>155.82</td>
<td>217.11</td>
<td>165.275</td>
<td>139.9218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opening rate of the window</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.91%</td>
<td>10.07%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

A green or sustainable building is one that is resource-efficient, environmentally responsible, healthier with lower pollution, and has applicable space for occupants during its life-cycle of a building. Saving energy and decreasing costs are significant aspects of designing a green building. For the optimization of the building design, an optimization algorithm has been used in this paper due to the fact that simulation software such as EnergyPlus and TRNSYS require detailed input of parameters related to the building, and running them is a time-consuming process. Herein, a new metaheuristic optimizer called the Modified Competitive Search Algorithm (MCSA) was used as the optimum design technique for the office building envelope. To lessen the cost of construction at the needed energy conservation, window numbers, walls, glass curtain walls, etc. were optimized. A comparison of the proposed algorithm with some others from the literature was carried out. The cost is reduced by MCSA for the optimum design of the building structure at the needed energy load value. The number of iterations was decreased based on the proposed method. Moreover, the overall area of the window was increased, which resulted in better natural ventilation. Since the ratio of the glass curtain wall was increased, it could be concluded that the indoor lighting was better. Per unit area of the envelope, the value of the energy load was smaller and the total cost was lower for the proposed method in comparison with other
algorithms, considering that the opening rate of the window is much the same. According to the achieved results, the total cost decreased by 37.1% in comparison with the initial design. It can be the result that the MCSA is more efficient than the other compared methods in energy saving of the building herein. Although this study is defined by the results of a particular design, it can be used in other building designs. For future works, the presented approach can be applied to other building designs, various building types, and also other weather conditions.
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